Abstract-When clustering algorithms are applied to image segmentation, the goal is to solve a classification problem. However, these algorithms do not directly optimize classification quality. As a result, they are susceptible to two problems: P1) the criterion they optimize may not be a good estimator of "true" classification quality, and P2) they often admit many (suboptha€) solutions. This paper introduces an algorithm that uses cluster validity to mitigate P1 and P2. The validity-guided (re)clustering (VGC) algorithm uses cluster-validity information to guide a fuzzy (re)clustering process toward better solutions. It starts with a partition generated by a soft or fuzzy clustering algorithm. Then it iteratively alters the partition by applying (novel) splitand-merge operations to the clusters. Partition modifications that result in improved partition validity are retained. VGC is tested on both synthetic and real-world data. For magnetic resonance image (MRI) segmentation, evaluations by radiologists show that VGC outperforms the (unsupervised) fuzzy c-means algorithm, and VGC's performance approaches that of the (supervised) k-nearest-neighbors algorithm.
ity -Guided (Re)Clustering with plications to Image Segmentation underlying classes. These difficulties associated with cluster analysis are, generally, due to two basic problems: P1) the objective function optimized by a clustering algorithm does not, in general, correspond exactly to classification quality (as defined by domain experts) in "real-world" applications. And P2) given some objective function, many clustering algorithms produce solutions that are only locally optimal. Consequently, there is a need for procedures that i) evaluate algorithmically-generated partitions in a quantitative and objective fashion and ii) can modify such partitions and improve their quality. Cluster validity has been used to achieve i). In this paper, we show how to use it to also accomplish ii). In Section 11 we define fuzzy partitions. We will introduce the concept of cluster validity in Section 111, with a focus on fuzzy partition validity measures. Section IV presents a validityguided (re)clustering algorithm designed to improve "bad" partitions, and Section V reports on its application to magnetic resonance image (MRI) segmentation and presents radiologist evaluations of the results. Finally, the method is summarized and concluding remarks are presented in Section V I .
We use the terms "cluster centers" and "prototypes" interchangeably. Partitions and clusters will be described as "good," "bad," or "improved." When we say that pg is a good partition of some set X of object data, we mean that ps imposes on X a structure that is very similar to X ' s natural structure, as determined by visual inspection of X in its measurement space or as evaluated by an expert in the domain from which X originates. Similarly, a good cluster refers to a set of points which naturally form a group in their measurement space or which are assigned to the same group by an expert in the domain from which they are taken. On the other hand, a bad cluster is a group of points that leaves out a signiJicant number of points which naturally belong with its members; or it includes a signijkant number of points which do not naturally belong together. A partition is said to be bad if it contains one or more bad clusters. Finally, a partition (cluster) is improved when it is modified to become more similar to a good partition (cluster) and less similar to a bad partition (cluster). An improved partition (as we define it) can, but does not necessarily correspond to a more optimal value of the objective function of a clustering algorithm.
FUZZY PARTITIONS
This paper deals with fuzzy partitions, so we define them first. Let X = {q , 2 2 , . . . , zn} be a set of n unlabeled feature vectors ( q ) in (p-dimensional) feature space %p (q E W).
1063-6706/96$05.00 0 1996 JEEE The kth object has xk as its numerical representation, and the j-th characteristic (or feature) associated with object k is x k 3 . Clustering the data set X consists of dividing X into subsets or clusters. In conventional clustering, each pattern zJ E X is (crisply) assigned to a unique cluster. On the other hand, in fuzzy clustering a pattern 21, does not have to belong exclusively to one cluster; instead, xk can be an element of every cluster (i) in X to some degree, indicated by a fuzzy membership grade (u,k) .
Let ( e ) be an integer, 1 < e < n. Given X , we say that ( e ) it is said to be constrained; otherwise, if only (la) and (lb) hold, the fuzzy partition is unconstrained. Fuzzy c-means ( F C M ) [26] is an example of a clustering algorithm that produces constrained fuzzy partitions.
CLUSTER VALIDITY
Cluster validity is concerned with checking the quality of clustering results. It has been mainly used to evaluate and compare whole partitions, resulting from different algorithms (e.g., 111) or resulting from the same clustering algorithm under different parameters (e.g., [2]). At the partition level, cluster validity evaluates the groupings of data into clusters: does any grouping reflect the "actual structure" of the data? Which grouping is "better?' Less commonly, cluster validity has been used to judge the quality of individual clusters [3] , 141. In general, methods developed to validate partitions fall into one of three categories. Some methods measure partition validity by evaluating the properties of the crisp structure imposed on the data by the clustering algorithm [5] , [6] , [7] . Alternatively, when a clustering algorithm produces more information than just crisply defined clusters, properties of the additional information can be studied to measure the validity of the clustering results. In the case of fuzzy-clustering algorithms, the additional product consists of fuzzy membership grades for each input vector in each cluster. Fuzzy-cluster validity indexes such as the partition coeflcient [SI, classiJcation entropy [9] , and proportion exponent [ 101 measure properties of fuzzy memberships to evaluate partitions. The third category consists of validity measures that make use of both properties of the fuzzy memberships and structure of the data (e.g., [ 111, [12] and [13] ).
A. Some Cluster-Validity Criteria
Validation methods have been developed for evaluating partition hierarchies 131, [ 141, partitions, and individual clusters. Two broad categories of validity measures can be distinguished: statistical and heuristic. Validity methods that take a graph-theoretic approach can be used for both heuristic and statistical cluster validity. They measure properties such as length of chains, strength of bonds, and degree of connectivity [15] , [16] , [17] . Jain and Dubes [3] present a comprehensive treatment of the statistical approach to cluster validity. At the individual cluster level, in the absence of externally assigned labels, the statistical approach offers no more than a way of determining whether <1 given cluster is "better" (usually, in terms of cluster compactness and separation) than a randomly-chosen cluster. Therefore, this scheme is not useful for evaluating clusters that are generated algorithmically, since almost all such clusters have better compactness and separation than random clusters. Furthermore, when (as in our case) the goal is to detect the ("bad") clusters to be modified to improve a partition, measures that evaluate the relative quality of two or more clusters are needed. Unfortunately, relative validity measures for individual clusters have not received much attention [3] , [4] . In this section, we survey some validity indexes that indicate the relative merit of (two or more) partitions. Measures that evaluate cluster validity have sometimes been referred to as viilidity indexes; we use the terms "measure" and "index" interchangeably.
A comparative examination of thirty validity indexes is presented in [ 181. Many of these indexes are based on Hubert's I? statistic [19] which attempts to evaluate the degree of correspondence between the structure of the object data themselves and the partition imposed on them by the clustering algorithm. This index has been used primarily for statistical cluster validity.
Many heuristic criteria have been proposed for evaluating partitions. Cluster properties such as compactness and separation are often used for validity methods that are based only on the data. Compactness refers to the variation or spread manifested by the elements that belong to the same cluster. And separation represents the isolation of clusters from one another. The work in [SI, [6] , and [20] is representative of measures that fall into this category. Different validity measures of this kind vary only in the way they measure compactness andor separation and in the way they combine information about these two properties. We are not aware of any report where these indexes have been used to evaluate individual clusters. A salient feature shared by these validity measures is that they can only measure properties of crisp partitions. Moreover, these indexics account for and depend on the topological structure induced by the distance metric used.
The category utility developed by Gluck and Corter [21] and used by Fisher [7] overcomes this dependence by circumventing the use of a distance metric. The category utility estimates compactness of a cluster using the (conditional) probability that an object has a given attribute value if it is known to belong to the cluster under consideration; also, it estimates the separation of a cluster using the (conditional) probability that an object belongs to the cluster, given that its attribute value is known. The category utility also belongs to the class of validity measures that are based directly on the data. Indexes from this class can be used to evaluate f i z z y partitions only if the partitions are first hardened (usually, by data 141. Finally, Sugeno and Yasukawa [13] modify J,, the objective function on which the fuzzy e-means (FCM) algorithm [26] is based, to validate partitions and find the right number of clusters that a data set admits.
l V . VALIDITY-GUIDED (RE)CLUSTERING assigning each pattern to the cluster in which it has its highest membership).
For fuzzy partitions, a second class of validity measures the correct number of clusters in a data set has been, by far, the most common application of cluster validity. we are aware of only two instances where cluster is made
Of indexes that properties Of the validity has been used for another purpose. In [7] and [3o], memberships; the data themselves are not involved in the the approach is to clustering by directly optimizing a Indexes from this group the fuzziness Of a partition; they are based On the heuristic that "goo"
and that, therefore, less The first index that validity function. In [30], a validity measure based on fuzzy set decomposition is used as the clustering criterion. Similarly, in [7] , a validity index, consisting of a probabilistic estimation of cluster compacmess and separation, is used as the objective are not fuzziness corresponds to better falls into this class can be traced back to Zadeh's original paper On fuzzy sets [22] , where he defines a degree Of function for clustering. In this paper, we also use cluster validity to generate data partitions, rather than to search for the separation between two optimal number of clusters. However, unlike [7] properties of the output (fuzzy memberships) of fuzzy clustering algorithms without considering the structure of the data themselves.
The uniform data functional ( U~~) [21 was the first index to evaluate the properties of fuzzy memberships generated by the data. The use of data together with properties of the fuzzy UDF. Reports [2] , [12] , and [ll] indicate that cluster validity methods that account for these two kinds of properties perfom where E [l, O0); the chosen Of determines the better than those which consider only one type of propem. fuzziness Of d z k -I I ' I IA is an inner product nom induced
The validity measure proposed in [ll] is a ratio between matrix A 6% 1 1 2 1 1 : = zTAr). Equation ( 
two important differences should be highlighted. First, in (S), separation is defined as the minimum distance between cluster centers. Our experiments using three data sets from different domains revealed that adopting the minimum-distance separation for partition validity might be useful when searching for the "right" number of clusters, but it does not seem as useful when comparing different partitions having an equal number of clusters. This criterion favors the creation of a set of clusters that are maximally separate from one another, which will tend to minimize the fuzziness in assignments between relatively close elements. Second, SC is a sum of individual cluster validity measures normalized through division by the fuzzy cardinality of each cluster. This normalization is aimed at making SC insensitive to cluster sizes; this is a desirable property that is not shared by J, [31] . Since the objective function (J,) and the validity function ( S C ) are to be used in concert to lead to better clustering solutions, the goal is to design a validity measure that complements the objective function by addressing some of its known problems. Normalizations or standardizations have also been used in the context of other validity indexes, e.g., for the partition entropy 
B. A Validity-Guided (Re)Clustering Algorithm
The purpose of this algorithm is to produce good partitions from possibly bad initial ones. Given an initial partition generated by a clustering algorithm, the partition is evaluated (using a validity measure), and ways to improve it are explored. The number (c) of clusters is assumed to be known, and its value is not changed throughout the re-clustering process. This process starts with an algorithmically-generated partition and iteratively considers modifying it, iretaining only modifications that produce partitions with better validity. Each cluster in the partition is considered, in turn, for potential splitting. Moreover, in order to keep the number of clusters constant, the split operation is accompaniied by a merge of either the two closest clusters or the two second-closest clusters, depending on which merge operaation results in a partition with better validity. This step is carried out using a validitybased split-and-merge (VBSM) algorithm described below. If the split-and-merge operation yields a partition with better validity, this partition is retained; otherwise, the previous partition is restored. When all clusters have been considered for splitting, this process is repeated until no more increases in validity are achieved. A flowchart of this validity-guided (re)clustering (VGC) algorithm is given in Fig. 1 . In the VGC algorithm, the validity measure is used to decide whether a modification to the partition should be accepted or rejected. The actual modification is crucial to the algorithm, since it determines whether a good partition will ever be found. Partition modification is not depicted in Fig. 1 ; it is described by the VBSM algorithm below. At each iteration of VGC, the alteration of a c-partition (@,Id) consists of a split-and-merge process, whosie description follows. Let wold = (vl, . . . ! w,, . . . , wc) be the vector of cluster centers representing the current partition ( @old)! and let S c o l d be its validity value. When (crisp) cluster C, (e.g., hardened as in VBSM2) is considered for splitting, it is two-partitioned using a clustering algorithm (say A'); let v,1 and v,2 denote the resulting cluster centers. After the split operation, two clusters should be merged to generate a new e-partition (i.e., to keep the same number of clusters). These two clusters are selected from two different pairs of clusters. The two closest cluster centers are averaged to produce a single center vml. This new center (vm,) is combined with the centers (v,1 and v ,~) resulting from the split to modify Uold and form a new vector  (v,,,,) where the closest cluster centers in Void are replaced by u,1 and v,z and where U , is replaced by vml. Similarly, the two clusters whose distance (as measured between their cluster centers) is second-smallest are averaged to yield a single center U,, ; U,,,, is constructed from void by replacing the two second-closest cluster centers with V,I and v22, and U, is replaced by vm, . The new e-partitions ( pnewl and Qnew,, complete with fuzzy membership values) corresponding to unewl and unew, are generated (e.g., using (loa) below). Then, the validity values of vnewl and v,,,, (SC,,,, and SC,,,,) are computed. Finally, the partition with the best validity value is retained as pnew and returned to VGC, which then compares it to p01d.
Validity-Based Split/Merge (VBSM) Algorithm
Inputs: Pold and cluster index i; @old is a e-partition represented by its vector of cluster centers and its fuzzy membership matrix Uold.
which represents the (crisp) cluster being considered for splitting.
algorithm A'. Step VBSM3 consists of using a clustering algorithm to perform a two-partitioning of the elements of C,. This process is likely to produce different partitions depending on its initialization; this is a result of problem P2 that many clustering algorithms suffer from. We try to overcome this problem and choose a good initialization by using some knowledge about the task at hand. The data set (C,) to be clustered is part of a c-partition, and the goal is to find a good way to split it in two. Assuming that C, is, indeed, composed of elements that "naturally" make up more than one cluster, we consider a good (cluster center) initialization for a two-partitioning of C, as one that consists of two vectors which represent two groups of data elements which do not naturally constitute a single cluster. We try to produce such an initialization by finding the element (zzp) of C, which is furthest from U , , then we find the element (zZff) of C, which is furthest from zZf; zZf and zZff are used as the initial cluster centers for the two-partitioning of c,.
Although VBSM is referred to as a split-and-merge algorithm, the operations it performs are different from conventional split-and-merge operations. Ordinarily, splitting a cluster C, into two subclusters C,l and Cz2 means that CZl c Cz,Cz2 c C,,CZl U Cz2 = C, and C,, n C22 = 0.
The operation referred to as a split in VBSM does not necessarily result in clusters fulfilling these conditions. Similar conditions hold for conventional cluster merging, but they do not necessarily hold for the merge operation used in VBSM. The reason VBSM's splitting and merging operations are different is that they do not operate directly on the clusters themselves. Instead, they modify cluster prototypes, and VBSM subsequently constructs the corresponding clusters by using the modified prototypes in the context of the entire e-partition. For example, given a e-partition pc (represented , U,)), when V B S M is considering a split of cluster C, and a merge of clusters C, and Ct, it finds two cluster centers ( v ,~ and u ,~) that would induce a good subdivision of C,, and it averages 21, and ut into a single center urt to represent a cluster that would result from merging C, with Ct . A new vector ( V,,,, ) of cluster prototypes is formed from U , by replacing U , , U, and ut with v ,~, v,2 and uTt (note that the replacement does not necessarily have to be in this order). To complete the split-and-merge process, every data object is now subject to (crisp or fuzzy) assignment to each new cluster (represented by one of the prototypes in Vcne,). These unconventional split and merge operations are desirable for the partition modification task at hand because they allow a change of all e clusters simultaneously as a result of a single split-andmerge operation. This is contrasted with the split-and-merge operations adopted in [7] , for example, where only the clusters involved in the split or merge are affected.
VGC can be thought of as a process whereby better values of a validity index ( S e ) are searched for using a clustering objective criterion (optimized at each partitioning or clustering step of VGC and VBSM) and some heuristics. The synergy between a cluster validity measure and a clustering criterion can also work in the reverse direction; it can take the form of an optimization of the objective criterion using the validity measure. For instance, the result of VGC can be used to provide an initialization for a (local) optimization process of an objective function (such as J,). This offers a way of choosing between the local extrema of the objective function and thereby addressing problem P2. To investigate how useful SC can be at pointing to good starting points in the minimization of the objective function J,, we use the results of VGC to initialize FCM. We refer to the entire process, composed of VGC and the subsequent FCM run, as VGC-FCM.
V. SEGMENTATION OF MR IMAGES
In this section, we apply the VGC algorithm for segmentation of brain magnetic resonance image (MRI) slices (two-dimensional [2-D] scans), and we compare its results to segmentations produced by FCM under arbitrary initialization and by VGC-FCM. In our experiments, an MR image is represented by a set of three-dimensional (3-D) pixel vectors X c R3. A full image comprises 256 x 256 pixels. In this comparative study, we are only interested in the ability of the algorithms to correctly recognize and separate tissues that lie inside the brain; accordingly, in a presegmentation step, we mask out the pixels that make up the extracranial region.
The resulting images contain about n = 18 000 pixels on the average. The intra-cranial region (ICR) is made up of three anatomical tissues of interest (CSF, white matter and grey matter). In addition, for the images we have processed, the ICR admits from one to three pathological tissues (tumor, edema, and either necrosis or cyst), so the number of tissue types varies from c = 4 to c = 6, depending on the number of pathological tissues present in the image being segmented. 
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The VGC algorithm (shown in Fig. 1 ) starts by applying a clustering algorithm A to the data; A = FCM is used to perform this clustering. A' = FCM is also used to carry out the two-partitioning in step VBSM3 of VGC. Furthermore, one iteration of FCM is used to generate fuzzy partitions from cluster centers in VBSM6. That is, given an initial vector (Void = ( V I , . . . , U;, . . . , U,)) of cluster centers is used to construct the corresponding (initial) fuzzy membership matrix. Then z k x ( ' % k ) m k = l followed by (loa) are used to compute the vector of cluster centers and fuzzy memberships, respectively. Partitions produced by VGC are then used to initialize FCM in order to generate the VGC-FCM segmentation. The segmentations produced by FCM, VGC, and VGC-FCM are all in the form of fuzzy-membership matrices. To display the segmented images, each cluster is assigned a unique color. In addition, each pixel vector is (crisply) assigned to the cluster where it has its maximum membership. The pixel is then given the color corresponding to the cluster to which it was assigned.
A. General Comparisons
To compare these algorithms for MR image segmentation, 30 slices of brain MR images are used. These images represent a wide range of slice levels (positions in the brain) and come from 13 different studies (imaging sessions) of eight different patients. For 7 of the 13 studies, the patients had been treated with surgery, radiation therapy, or chemotherapy before the MR scans were performed. Each of the 30 images contains at least one of the three pathological tissues considered in these experiments. Cases containing pathology are used to find out if VGC offers any improvements over FCM. This may not be possible with volunteer (nonpathological) images, for which FCM produces superior segmentations [36] .
The 30 images were processed on a SPARC station 10 SX model 51. An FCM segmentation took about 6 min 10 sec of CPU time; the validation and reclustering portions of the VGC algorithm took about 3 min 48 sec; additionally, it took about 3 min 50 sec to produce a VGC-FCM segmentation. In total, generating a VGC-FCM segmentation from raw-image data took an average CPU time of 13 min 48 sec, with a standard deviation of 6 min 54 sec, a minimum of 4 min 15 sec, and a maximum of 26 min 3 sec.
Evaluations of the segmented images were visual and done separately by Drs. Silbiger, Murtagh, and Arrington, who are very experienced radiologists. The radiologists were not given information indicating which algorithm was used to produce which segmentation. Each tissue type was given a different color for the evaluation with the color for a given tissue the same in all images. More details on the evaluation are provided in the next subsection. Twenty-two of the 30 segmentations produced by (arbitrarily-initialized) FCM are unsatisfactory in terms of correctly differentiating between all tissues of interest. In 72.7% of these cases (or 16 cases), VGC achieves significant improvements and generates good segmentations. In the remaining 27.3% (six cases) of the VGC and FCM segmentations, it is not clear which segmentation is better; in three instances, FCM segmentations may be slightly better. VGC-FCM converges back to the (arbitrarilyinitialized) FCM result in 41% of the 22 segmentations (or 9 images), yielding an improvement figure of only 59%. 
B. Evaluation of Segmented Images
Accurate quantitative evaluation of MR image segmentations is practically impossible because the true tissue that each image pixel belongs to is not known. In the absence of such ground truth, we sought a standard that the results of our unsupervised segmentation algorithms can be evaluated against. For each image, an "optimized" supervised segmentation was constructed through an iterative process whereby the training set was repeatedly selected to optimize the segmentation quality, as determined by two investigators. These investigators have had substantial experience working, in collaboration with radiologists, on interactive selection of training pixels and visual evaluation of MRI segmentations. The k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-nn) [40] (with k = 7) was used iteratively to produce each supervised segmentation. These segmentations will be referred to as the optimized knn (k-nnopt) segmentations. knn was used because it has proved to generate the best segmentations when compared to other supervised methods [41] . The knnOpt segmentations, along with the FCM, VGC, and VGC-FCM segmentations were evaluated in a blind study conducted by three expert radiologists. For each data set, each radiologist was provided with the raw data and the four segmentations, and he was given a survey form and asked to rate the quality of the first four performance indicators shown below on a 0 (very bad)-10 (excellent) scale and to rate the last two items on a percentage basis. The issues addressed were the following: 1) the differentiation between white matter (WM) and grey matter (GM), 2) the differentiation between normal tissues and pathology, 3) the differentiation between tumor and edema, 4) the differentiation between CSF and other normal and pathological tissues, 5) the percentage of true positive tumor (correctly classified tumor pixels), and 6) the percentage of false positive tumor (pixels incorrectly classified as tumor).
The results of this blind study are given in Table I . For each of the first four items, the scores corresponding to each algorithm are aggregated over all 30 segmentations and are presented as percentages of the maximum possible score. The percentages of true and false positives are simply averaged for each algorithm; they are shown in rows 5 and 6, respectively, of Table I . These results show that VGC and VGC-FCM achieve slight improvements, of varying degrees, over FCM's ability to correctly recognize CSF and to differentiate between WM and GM on one hand, and between normal and pathological tissues on the other. Statistical hypothesis tests concerning the results in Table I show that, with 99% confidence, VGC- 18 FCM outperforms FCM for differentiating between WM and GM (row 1); both VGC and VGC-FCM outperform FCM for distinguishing between normal tissue and pathology (row 2) and between tumor and edema (row 3); VGC is superior to FCM for identifying CSF (row 4). Despite this improved performance, the VGC and VGC-FCM segmentations are not quite as good as those obtained with knnOpt. However, VGC and VGC-FCM show significant progress in differentiating between tumor and other tissues. In fact, we observe that the ratios between their percentages of true positive and false positive tumor pixels are higher than the corresponding ratio for knnopt. With 99% confidence, lboth VGC and VGC-FCM produce significantly less false positive tumor (row 6) than knnopt. On the other hand, even with confidence as low as 90%, knnopt's true positive tumor percentage (row 5 ) is not significantly better than VGC's and VGC-FCM's. , proton-density-weighted (PD) and T2-weighted (T2) MR images. These raw image data show gadolinium enhancement which causes tumor to become bright in the T1 image. Five gray levels are used to represent the different tissues and manually label the regions in unsupervised segmentations in Fig. 2(a)-2(c) . Radiologist evaluations of the segmentations shown in Fig. 2 are quite typical of the other 29 segmentations (used to generate the summary in Taible I), except for CSF quality. Indeed, the segmentations are very similar with respect to WM-versus-GM differentiation, although VGC-FCM, and knnOpt produce smoother boundaries and slightly less noise. On the other hand, knnopt underestimates CSF, whereas VGC and VGC-FCM produce the best CSF definition. Still, the most important differences between the four segmentations are in relation to tumor detection. While FCM completely fails to recognize tumor pixels as a separate entity (bright structure in the middle of the T1 image) and to differentiate between tumor and edema, VGC and VGC-FCM compare favorably with knnopt. In fact, radiologists evaluate the larger tumor size in the views in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c) as being thk best estimate of the true size of tumor.
C. Tumor Detection Accuracy
The results of the blind study suggest that the use of cluster validity information causes VGC and VGC-FCM to improve FCM's recognition of tumor. We seek a more accurate measure of this apparent improvement. To this end, an attempt was made to identify pixels that are truly part of the physical tumor as closely as possible for each image that contains a tumor. This close identification was performed for 23 of the 30 images used in this study; the remaining seven images contained pathological tissues other than tumor. The tumor regions detected in a knnopt segmentation were used as the starting point in the process of defining groundtruth tumor. An expert (experienced radiologist) then edited these regions by using a mouse technique to add missed pixels that should be part of tumor and to delete pixels believed to have been incorrectly identified as tumorous. These modifications were implemented with guidance from an expert radiologist (Silbiger). They were based on raw images obtained with MR contrast material (gadolinium) and on knowledge about patient's history and specific tumor type. To ensure accuracy, this modification process was revised four times for each image, and the result was considered the "ground-truth" tumor and used to evaluate the tumor delineations produced by our proposed algorithms. In one of the 23 images, FCM, VGC, and VGC-FCM all missed an 85-pixel tumor. The results for the remaining 22 images are summarized in Table 11 
VI. USEFULNESS OF CLUSTER VALIDITY-SIMPLE EXAMPLES
The use of cluster-validity information in VGC and VGC-FCM leads to significant increase in the average quality of MRI segmentations over FCM. Although they both take advantage of cluster validity information, VGC and VGC-FCM each improves FCM solutions through different means. VGC refines FCM-generated partitions based primarily on the validity function (SC) . After split-and-merge modifications, the partition with the best validity value is retained. Therefore, VGC might potentially produce improved partitions even in domains where FCM's clustering criterion ( J m ) is not a good Three partitions for Example 1 corresponding to (a) FCM, (b) VGC using 1 FCM iteration, and (c) VGC using nearest-prototype assignments indicator of classification quality; as such, VGC attempts to mitigate problem PI. On the other hand, VGC-FCM addresses problem P2; it uses the (VGC) partition suggested by cluster validity information merely as the starting point in a local (FCM) optimization of the clustering criterion (J,). As a result, VGC-FCM will only improve the partition generated by (arbitrarily-initialized) FCM if a better partition corresponds to a local stationary point of J , (i.e., a potential convergence point for FCM [42] ); this is unlikely in the presence of problem P1. To illustrate these points and explore the extent to which each problem (PI and P2, separately) is remedied by VGC and VGC-FCM, we consider examples that admit either P1 or P2 but not both. Further, we choose these examples such that they clearly admit a visually desirable (crisp) partition, which can be used to evaluate partitions generated algorithmically. VGC mitigates this problem. Fig. 3 (b) depicts VGC's results when partitions in VBSM6 are generated from cluster centers by using one iteration of FCM; this grouping admits three mislabelings. When nearest-prototype assignments are used instead, in VBSM6, VGC produces a perfect clustering, shown in Fig. 3(c) . A nearest-prototype assignment of pattern xk consists of (crisply) assigning xk to cluster C, whose center it is closest to Using the result in Fig. 3(c) for initialization, FCM converges back to the 14-error partition in Fig. 3(a) ; the VGC-FCM partition is equivalent to that produced by (arbitrarilyinitialized) FCM (note that similar VGC-FCM behavior occurred in 41% of the MRI segmentation experiments). This example illustrates how the use of cluster validity can enhance performance when problem P1 is a concem. In the presence of P1, the validity information can yield significant improvements if used as a basis for reclustering (as illustrated by VGC's results); on the other hand, it is not likely to help if used to search for better initializations of the clustering algorithm. We believe that P1 accounts for the cases where VGC produced better MRI segmentations than Example 2: This example is used to illustrate a case where J , is a good indicator of classification performance (i.e., no Pl), but it admits multiple local stationary points, some of which correspond to bad partitions (an undesirable manifestation of problem Pa). The purpose is to investigate whether the use of cluster validity information can lead to better partitions when FCM produces bad partitions. A twodimensional data set composed of thee clusters is used in this example. This data set (listed in Appendix B) consists of two small clusters (one has six elements and the other has three) separated by a large (40-element) cluster. Fig. 4 (a) depicts a partition generated by FCM under an unfavorable initialization, using c = 3, m = 2, E = 0.0001, and the Euclidean norm; this partition admits 13 mislabelings. Starting with the clustering in Fig. 4(a) and using one FCM iteration in VBSM6, VGC reduces the number of errors to 1, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Although nearest-prototype assignments in VBSM6 produce a better (perfect) partition, we present [in Fig. 4(b) ] the results using one FCM iteration to evaluate the net effects due solely to supplementing FCM with cluster validity information. VGC-FCM improves the results further and yields a perfect partition in Fig. 4(c) . The better performance by VGC shows that cluster validity can be used to mitigate P2 by guiding the re-clustering process. Moreover, the perfect VGC-FCM partition shows that, in the absence of P1, cluster validity information can also address P2 by offering a means of finding good initializations for clustering algorithms. In fact, when P1 does not exist, VGC-FCM plays somewhat the role of fine-tuning VGC's partitions. This VGC-FCM. may explain cases where MRI segmentations with VGC-FCM are evaluated more favorably than the corresponding VGC segmentations.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A novel application of cluster validation is introduced. A validity-guided (re)clustering (VGC) algorithm based on a new cluster-validity measure (SC) is proposed, as an unsupervised way for improving partitions generated by a clustering algorithm. The cluster validity information is also suggested as a means of finding good initializations for local optimizations of clustering criteria.
Starting with a partition produced by a clustering algorithm, VGC searches for good partitions through iterative validity-guided reclustering, based on a new simultaneous split-and-merge process. At each iteration, a partition is retained if it manifests improved validity. combining VGC with the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm often results in significant improvements to partitions generated by FCM alone. Simple examples show that VGC can mitigate both PI and P2. Supplementing the clustering criterion with validity information is likely to enhance performance when the clustering criterion is not a good indicator of classification quality. In addition, validity information can help improve partitions that correspond to local extrema of an "appropriate" clustering criterion, by directly guiding a reclustering process (as in VGC) or by detecting good starting points in an optimization of the clustering criterion (as in VGC-FCM).
The results of our experiments in segmenting MR images of the brain suggest that FCM segmentations can be enhanced considerably by taking advantage of cluster validity information, both as a guide for reclustering and as a means of finding good starting points for the optimization of J,. VGC and VGC-FCM achieve only slight refinement of FCM's (already satisfactory) differentiation between normal tissues. However, their performance in tumor detection and definition is truly superior. The average quality of their tumor definition is comparable to that obtained by the (supervised) knn algorithm when its training set has been repeatedly modified to optimize its performance. In terms of execution times, the validation and re-clustering processes (combined) require about 60% of the time used by (arbitrarily-initialized) FCM. Given VGC's result, generating a VGC-FCM segmentation also takes about 60% as much time as (arbitrarily-initialized) FCM. The average FCM segmentation takes about 6 minutes. Additionally, it takes a little less than 4 minutes and 8 minutes to generate VGC and VGC-FCM segmentations, respectively.
The results of VGC and VGC-FCM show that the use of cluster validity information is a promising approach for improving results of clustering algorithms without requiring supervision. Some recent results have shown that VGC is quite useful in improving volume segmentations of tumor [331, [341. Some of the ideas used in the validity-guided (re)clustering (VGC) can be extended in other directions:
As an unsupervised approach, the validity-guided (re)clustering (VGC) algorithm shows great promise in the context of fuzzy clustering. It would be worthwhile investigating its usefulness for improving partitions produced by hard and probabilistic clustering algorithms.
The validity measure (SC) introduced in Section IV-A proved quite successful in pointing to improved partitions. SC might make a good criterion for an objective functionbased clustering algorithm.
APPENDIX A DATA FOR EXAMPLE 1
In (x y) coordinate format 
